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This traditional form has evolved over time as client needs & financial

markets have become more sophisticated, giving way to the modern

brokerage, which can generally be segmented into three main types:

Full-Service, Discount & Robo-Advisors

In its most basic form, a brokerage company is the 'middle man' when it

comes to investing & trading. Brokers facilitate the transactions between

buyers & sellers of stocks or other securities (with a commission fee).

What is a Brokerage?

Buyer Brokerage Seller

Commission Commission

Full - Service Discount Robo-Advisors

Offer a full handling of

the entire investment

process, including

personalized service and

wealth management.

Focus on purely carrying out

the trading process, offering

low capital trading and low

commision fees.

Utilise technology to

provide financial advice or

investment management

with minimal human

interaction.



International

Trading

Options/FX/

CFDS
Complexity

Whats on offer?

Standard

Brokerage Fee 

(AUD)

$8

$15 

0

$19.95

$14.95

$19.95

$19.95

$11

0

$9.50 Flat

High

Medium

Low

Low

Low

Low

Low

Low

Low

Low

Heres quick overview of what's on the market:

Note there are many more brokerages other than the ones below.

High$5 or 0.08%



In the previous comparison table, we compared popular brokerage accounts based on

their fees, the securities they offer and their complexity.

When comparing brokers, always look at their pricing and various fees. For the

standard brokerage fee, when buying and selling shares it will cost either a flat fee or

a % of total transaction value. The fees between brokers also differ depending on the

frequency of trades or the total transaction value of the trade. 

For example, with CMC, you start paying $11 or 0.10% (whichever is greater) on your

first 11 trades of the month, afterwards the fee is $9.90 or 0.08% (whichever is greater).

So when deciding which broker, look carefully into their various fee structures. There

may be additional fees to have features such as live market prices and access to

research reports,  and there may be maintenance fees, "no activity" fees, etc.

it is important to consider what type of securities and which markets you have access

to. Many new investors can forget there are many more opportunities overseas. Most

brokers may offer a service for you to buy shares in international markets such as

America, Hong Kong, London, Europe, Canada and many more. 

They may also offer services in other securities such as options, currencies and

contracts for difference (CFDs). These securities are much more sophisticated and

their cost will vary, but they offer greater flexibility when investing. 

If you are just starting out in investing, it is best to not to jump straight into such

complex securities. However, if you consider yourself as having had some experience,

and you want more flexibility and service offerings, these features may be something

to consider when choosing a broker.

How to choose a Brokerage

Flat Fee Percentage Fee Progressive Fee

$ per Trade % per Trade
Higher of $ or

% per Trade

Fee Structures

Security Offerings & Trading Markets



For the criteria of complexity, we looked into the broker’s functions and what services

they offer to clients.  Most brokers provide basic features such as price charts of

companies and may provide simple technical indicators. Brokerages differ greatly in

the robustness of the tools they offer to their users. For example, brokers such as

SelfWealth offer simple UIs and functions - the bare-bones needed to conduct trades

which are friendly for newer investors. On the contrary, Interactive Brokers offers

trading software which is targeted towards experienced traders and offer more

advanced trading tools such as options trade "back-testing" and profit/loss

projections on existing positions.

Overall, these four factors of: brokerage cost, availability of international markets,

various securities and the complexity of user interface are quite important to look into

when choosing a broker. It is up to you to find an appropriate broker which suits your

needs and trading/investing style. If you have any questions, feel free to message

UNIT on the Facebook page.

Disclaimer: The information contained in "Guide to Brokerages 2020" is general in nature only. It is not financial advice and does not consider
an individual's personal financial circumstances. It does not necessarily reflect the position of UNIT, UNIT's sponsors, nor the University of
Melbourne. Transacting off this information is done so at one’s own risk. Individuals are encouraged to consult an appropriate personal
financial advisor before making investment decisions based off of information presented here.

SelfWealth's trading screen vs. Interactive Brokers Mosaic

SelfWealth Interactive Brokers
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https://www.instagram.com/unituom/
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